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Introduction

Published accounts of properties of characteristic functions of third-order,

irregular boundary value problems and of expansions in infinite series of such

functions have been given by D. Jackson and Hopkinsf and by the author.^

In these papers were considered only cases which may be regarded as ele-

mentary in the sense that the characteristic functions were elementary func-

tions. The present paper deals with the characteristic functions and the asso-

ciated series of the differential system

(1) d3u/dx3 + [p3 + r(x)]u = 0,     u(0) = u'(0) = m(x) = 0.

We shall suppose throughout that r(x) is a convergent power series in x3, and

that, when the radius of the circle of convergence of this series is less than ir,

r(x) is continuous in the interval O^x^w. Many of the methods and results

obtained in this paper (but not all of them) can be carried over immediately

to the case in which the differential equation is the same as the present one

but the boundary conditions are of the type in Part I of the 1927 paper.

The first part of this paper is devoted to a study of the characteristic func-

tions, the second part to necessary conditions for the convergence of a formal

series of these functions arising from a given function f(x), and the third part

to a statement of conditions sufficient to ensure the convergence to f(x) oí

the formal series ior f(x), and to the proof of such convergence.

Part I

We first obtain an integral equation equivalent to the differential equation

(1) and the boundary conditions «(0) =w'(0) =0. Let wx= — 1, w2 = e,r</3,

(j}3 = e~Tiß, and define
hx(i) = e"'1 + e°>1 + e?>',

S2(t) = e"1' - cü3e"»' - w2e™»',

_ S3(t) = e"i« - co2r>' - cose"»'.!

* Presented to the Society, October 31, 1931; received by the editors July 28, 1931.

t These Transactions, vol. 20 (1919), p. 245, et seq.

Î These Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), p. 716, et seq., and vol. 32 (1930), p. 544, et seq. We shall

refer to these papers by the year of their publication.

§ See the 1927 paper, p. 720.
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Theorem I. A necessary and sufficient condition that u(x, p) satisfy

u'"+ [p3+r(x)]u = 0, u(0) =u'(0) =0, is that

1    fx
u(x, p) = kô3(px) - —   I    r(i)53[p(x - t)]u(t, p)dt,

3p' J0

where k is independent of x.

To prove the sufficiency of the condition we differentiate both sides of the

integral equation :
1    cx

u'(x, p) = — kph2(px) + —  I    r(t)82[p(x — t)]u(l, p)dt,
3p Jo

1   rx
u"(x, p) = kp2Si(px)-I    r(t)8i[p(x — i)]u(t, p)dt,

3 Jo
P    Cx

u'"(x, p) = — kp3b3(px) — r(x)u(x,p) -\-I    r(i)83[p(x — t)]u(t, p)dt
3 Jo

= - p3u(x, p) - r(x)u(x, p) .

To prove the necessity we will show that if u(x, p) satisfies the differential

equation and if

(2) «(0, p) = «'(0, p) = 0, «"(0, p) = i,

then a value of k, independent of x, exists such that u(x, p) satisfies the in-

tegral equation. If we take k=l/(3p2), then the unique solution of the in-

tegral equation is seen to satisfy the differential equation as well as the boun-

dary conditions (2). Hence this unique solution must be identical with the

unique solution of the differential equation and equations (2), and this com-

pletes the proof.

Without loss of generality we may take k = 1, and we shall do this. Instead

of considering the resulting integral equation we shall take the more general

one

(3) u(x, J, p) = 83[p(x -$]-—  (  r(t)83[p(x - t)]u(t, £, p)dt,
3p2 J(

as the function defined by the latter enters in Part III. This function reduces

to u(x, p) upon putting £ = 0. Concerning equation (3) we first prove

Theorem II. 2/ \p \ is large, and O^^x^ir, then the solution of (3) is

given by
u(x, £, p) = <*>»»(*-{>[- co3 - co2e<"'-'">>',<*-«> + p~2E(x, £, p)]*

providing p remains in the sector 0 ^ arg p ^ n-/3.

* Throughout this paper we shall use the notation E to denote any function of the appropriate

variables which is bounded when \p\ is large.
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In (3) let us put

u(x, £, p) = e«w<*-í>[— «a - use^t-^'Ux-t) + Z(X) £, p)].

Then zix, £, p) will satisfy the integral equation

1    cx
z(x, £, p) = gC«!-*»)««*-«) -I-I   r(t)ô3[p(x - /)]c"",(,-l)[w3 + co2e(">-"')"('-f>]á/

3p2 J£

1     /**
-I   r(i)h[p{x - t)]e»»(>-x)z(t, £, p)di.

3p2 J£

Since \z(x, £, p) | is continuous in x and in £ it will attain its maximum M on

the range to which x and £ are restricted at some point on this range, and at

this point we shall have

M g I eí»!-"'.'^*-«) |

i  \ rx
+   -     I   | r(/) | | 53[p(x - t)]e"'"'-t-x) | | co3 + to2e("^"')''(í_í) | dt

3p2\ Jf

|   1   |   cz
+ M\- \r(t)\\ h{p(x - <)]e"'.<>«-*> | dt.

\3p2\ J£

If we require p to be in the sector 0^ arg p^tt/3, we obtain further

M^A/ \p2\+MB/ \p2\, where A and B are independent of x, £, and p.

Hence M^A/( \p21 —B) and z(x, £, p) =p~2E(x, £, p). This gives the form

stated in the theorem.

We shall call the sectors Og arg p^w/3 and — 7r/3^ arg písO, Sx and S2

respectively. The u(x, |, p) of Theorem II is, of course, one analytic function

of p in both sectors. In fact, since u(x, £, p) is analytic in p for every finite p,

and real when p is real, the Maclaurin's series for u(x, £, p) in p has real

coefficients. Hence u(x, £, p) takes on in S2 values conjugate to those it takes

on in Si.

The characteristic equation. The characteristic equation is obtained from

the third boundary condition (1) and is u(ir, p)=0. Its form in Si can be

obtained by making use of the asymptotic form of u(x, £, p) given in Theorem

II, and is — co3 — iû2elw2~W3)"^+p~2E(p) =0, where we have discarded an

obvious, ñon-vanishing factor. The function <p(p) = — co3 —co2e("2_"3)'"r has

zeros at the points (l/3+2^)/31/2, where k is any integer. If we mark these

points, draw small circles all of the same radius about them as centers, and

call Si that part of Sx which is not interior to these circles, then |c6(p) | has

a positive minimum 6 in Si. In the part of Si where |p~2£(p) | <S/2 we

have \(p(p) + p~~2E(p) [>5/2, and hence large characteristic numbers in Sx

can occur only in the circles.
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That there is just one characteristic number in each circle, at least for

sufficiently large values of \p |, is seen as follows. Let K be one such circle,

Kx the part of K in Si and K2 the part in S2. As p travels around Kx, arg <b(p)

increases by approximately it. In fact, arg [eW3'"rcp(p)] increases by exactly

w, since e"3'"'cp(p) is real when p is real. Also, during this half circuit,

\e°*i>*<p(p) | ̂  5e('*/2_T)r, where r is the radius of K. At the same time

I ew»Tp-2E(p) | < —-    e(nn-r)T_

2(pk - r)2

Since this is a small fraction of ^""^(p) |, it follows that arg «(ir, p) in-

creases by 7T exactly when p travels over Kx. But when p travels over K2,

u(ir, p) takes on values conjugate to those it had on Kx. Hence arg u(j, p) in-

creases by ir more, i.e., when p travels around K, arg u(j, p) increases by 2ir,

and hence u(ir, p) has just one zero inside K. This zero is real because of the

conjugate values of u(w, p) in Si and S2. We are assured, therefore, of an in-

finite set of characteristic numbers which can be numbered pi, p2, • • -, and

which, at least for large values of k, axe real and given asymptotically by

(l/3+2¿)/31'2.

The characteristic functions. The characteristic functions are now ob-

tained by replacing p in the solution of equation (3) by pk and £ by zero, and

are denoted by uk(x) so that uk(x) =u(x, 0, pk).

Theorem III. 2/ 8 is a positive constant, an integer K, independent of x,

can be determined so that

uk(x) = - 2e"*'2[cos (x/3 + 31'2Pkx/2) + 8k(x)],

where \ 8k(x) \<8 if k>K, and x is in the interval O^x^ir.

From Theorem II we have

uk(x) = - u2eu""'x - cose"»"*1 + ef^xpk-2E(x, pk)

= ep**/2[_ 2 cos (ir/3 + 3mPkx/2) + e-i3Vi^xi2Pk-2E(x, Pk)},

and the equation of the present theorem follows immediately from this.

Part II

Theorem IV. If the infinite series

CO

(4) ¿Zakuh(x)
k-i

converges uniformly in the interval 0^a¿x^x0, where a<x0, and xi is any

number less than x0, then \ak \ <he~"kXl12, where h is independent of k.
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If k is sufficiently large, we can find a number xk   in (xi, x0)  such

that cos (ir/3+31i2pkx¿/2) = l.  Hence «*(**') = -2e"kzk'l2[l + 8k(x¿)], and

\uk(xk)\>e"kxk'l2>el'kXl12. But  \akuk(x) \ <h, where h is independent of x

and of k. Hence \ak | <he~"kXl12. This inequality can be extended to include all

values of k by choosing a different h if necessary.

We must now investigate the convergence of (4) for complex values of x,

and for this purpose we need the asymptotic forms of uk(x) for large k and

for x in certain regions to be defined presently. These forms we shall obtain

from equation (3), where a; is a complex variable, £ a complex parameter, and

p a positive constant. The /-integration is to be taken along any simple curve

connecting £ with x, and unless the contrary is stated, we shall always take

the curve as a single straight line.

We first assure ourselves of the existence of a unique solution of equation

(3) analytic in x and also in £. Define

Ki(x,t) = - r(t)83[p(x - t)]/(3p2),

K¡(x, t) = j  Ki(x, y)Ki-i(y, t)dy

and consider the infinite series

(5) - Kx(x, t) - K2(x, t)-.

Each term of this series is analytic in x and also in t, at least if we restrict

these variables to the circle of convergence of the Maclaurin's series for r(t).

We have |2£i(:r, t)\<M in this circle. Hence

| K2(x, t)\ < M2  f I dy | = M21 x - 11 .

Assume

| Ki-i(x, t) | < Mi-11 x - t\'~2/(j - 2)!.

This is known to be true if j = 3. Then

M1      cx M'

l*^*l<(7r^J,l»-»M*l-fjröil —'!"•

Hence \K,(x, t) \ <L'/(j — l)l, where L is a constant. Hence series (5) con-

verges uniformly with respect to both x and t, and defines a function k(x, t)

analytic in x and also in t.

Now consider the function

(6) w(x, J, p) = 83[p(x - £)] - f  k(x, t)83[p(t - t)\dt.

Ü = 2, 3, • • • ),
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We will show that w(x, £, p), which is clearly analytic in x and also in £,

satisfies equation (3) by substituting (6) into (3). After cancelling an obvious

term we obtain

f k(x, t)St[p(t - 01* - —  f K')*«[p(* - <)]8i[p(< - t)]dt

l    r1 /•'

-71       KÖ«»[p(*-Ö]     *(', y)«i[p(y - *)]<*?*■

If * and £ are real, equation (7) can be shown to be true by interchanging the

order of integration in the iterated integral and making use of the definition

of kix, t). But both sides of (7) are analytic functions of * and of £. Hence (7)

is true when x and £ are complex.* This shows that w(x, £, p) is a solution of

(3). That it is the only analytic solution can be shown in the usual way.

We now take £ = 0 in (3). Let p be large and positive, and x complex.

Write uix, p) = 83ipx) +eu"f,xzix, p). Then %ix, p) will satisfy the integral equa-

tion
1 cx

z(x, p) = -—*""'"        r(t)53[p(x - t)]b3(pt)dt
3p2 Jo

1    cx
-—       r(t)h[p(x - t)]e»»«-xh(t, P)dt.

3p2 Jo

If we restrict x, and consequently t also, to the sector 0 á arg * g 2tt/3, we see

that all terms arising from the first integral on the right will contain expo-

nentials the real parts of whose exponents are not positive. Also, the terms

of the integrand in the second integral, omitting the factor z(t, p), will con-

tain similar exponentials. Let us draw a straight line across this sector so as

to cut off a finite part T3 of the sector such that r(t) has no singularity in or

on the boundary of T3. We know that |z(#, p) [ is continuous in T3 ; let it at-

tain its maximum M for x = x2 in T3. Then M ^ p~2Exip) +p~2ME2ip), whence

M^£i(p)/[p2 — Etip)], where £i(p) and £2(p) are bounded. Hence z(«, p)

= p~2Eix, p), and we have

Theorem V. If T3 is the finite part of the sector 0 ̂  arg x :£ 27r/3 cut off by

a straight line drawn so that T3 includes no singularity of rit), then in T3 we

have uix, p) = ô3(p#) +e"!3l'xp~2Eix, p), where Eix, p) is analytic in x and bounded

for p large and positive. If T2 and Tx are regions similarly constructed in the

sectors 4rr/3^arg ic^27r a«d 2rr/3Sarg a;^47r/3 respectively, then uix, p)

= 83ipx) +e^"xp-2Eix, p) in T2, and u(x, p) = b3(px) +eai"xp~2Eix, p) in Tx.

* Osgood, Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie, vol. 2, Part I, p. 24.
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The forms thus given for T2 and Tx are obtained in a manner similar to

that in which the form for T3 was obtained.

We may now handle satisfactorily the question of the convergence of (4)

for complex values of x. Let T3, T2, and Pi be such that they form an equilat-

eral triangle TX2 whose center is at x = 0 and one vertex of which is at a point

x = x2 on the positive axis of reals.* Let x2<Xx. The above forms for u(x, p)

give us \u(x, p) | ^cc*2'2, where c is independent of x and of p, and this is

valid throughout TXl. Consequently, under the hypotheses of Theorem IV,

we have
| akuk(x) | < hce"k<-x'-x<)i2.

Since this last expression is the general term of a convergent series of positive

constants, we may state

Theorem VI. Under the hypotheses of Theorem IV, the series (4) converges

uniformly in the interior and on the boundary of an equilateral triangle Tx¡ cen-

tered atx = 0 and having one vertex x2 on the axis of reals between x = 0 and x = x0,

providing r(x) has no singularity in or on the boundary of TXi.

We make a slight digression from the main course of our argument to

prove

Theorem VII. If X is the upper limit of all possible choices of the x0 of

Theorem IV, the series (4) cannot converge for any values of x outside of Tx

except possibly values on the rays arg x = 0, 2ir/3, or 4ir/3.

We shall suppose in this connection that r(x) is analytic in such regions

as we may desire to use.

Let series (4) converge for x=x2, outside of Tx and such that OS arg

x2 g2ir/3. Then \akuk(x2) | <g, where g is independent of k. Also, from the

first form in Theorem V,

| uk(xi) | = | e".'**>' | • | e-<°»kx*'83(Pkxi) + Pk-2E(xl, pk) \

> A'\ e"»"*1«' | ,

where A' is independent of k. Hence ja-t | <A |e-»3<**2' |; where A is independ-

ent of k.

Let X' be the point where a line through x2 of slope — 3_1/2 cuts the axis

of reals, X' >X, and choose a point x3 between X' and X. Then in the inter-

val 0^x^x3 we have \akuk(x) \ <B \eu^kl-x-^"> |, where B is independent of x

and of  k.   But    |e«ap**|^ep**j/2 ancj   [¿-«s««' | =c-p*X'/î.  Hence   \akuh(x) \

* We shall consistently mean by the notation T with a literal subscript an equilateral triangle

whose center is at x = 0 and one vertex of which is at the point on the positive axis of reals given by

the subscript.
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<JBgPt(is-x')/2 Hence series (4) converges uniformly in the interval 0^x^x3,

and this is a contradiction to our supposition about X. Consequently series

(4) cannot converge at x=x2.

Similar discussions are valid in the sectors T2 and Tx.

Theorem VIII. If uix, £, p) satisfies (3), then u( — u2x, — co2£, p) =

-usuix, £,p).

From the definition of o3(i), we have 53( —co2<) = — co3d3(¿). Hence, writing

— a2x and — co2£ in (3) in place of x and £ respectively,

u( — .<j}2x, — co2£, p) = — w3S3[p(x — £)]

-r(i)53[p(— o)2x — t)]u(t, — co2£, p)dt.

3p2 J-arf

Changing the integration variable by the substitution i= — u2t', and remem-

bering that r(t) is a power series in f3, we have

u(— w2x, — o2£, p) = — w383[p(x—£)]

1    z*1
-i     r(t)83[p(x — í)]m(— co2/, — co2£, p)dt.

3p2 J(

But this is what (3) would become if we wrote — co353[p(a; — £)] in place of

bs[p(x-£)]- Hence u(-u2x, -co2£, p) = -u3u(x, £, p).

We are now ready to state the final theorem of this part, which gives

conditions on a function that must be satisfied if the function is to be capable

of development into a uniformly convergent series of form (4).

Theorem IX. Under the hypotheses of Theorem IV, series (4) converges to a

function analytic at x = 0 and of the form x2<p(x3), where ^(x3) is a convergent

power series in x3.

Letf(x) be the function to which series (4) converges. Since every term of

(4) is analytic in x in TXl, and the convergence is uniform in this triangle,

f(x) must be analytic in this triangle.

From Theorem VIII we see that w4(3n>(0) =0 and w*<1+3n>(0) =0 for all

values of k, « being any positive integer or zero. Hence/(3n)(0) =/<1+3">(0) =0,

where « is any positive integer or zero, and this is equivalent to the special

form stated in the theorem.

Part III

By the formal series for f(x) we mean a series of type (4) in which the a's

are determined by certain orthogonality relations involving the adjoint char-

acteristic functions.* It is known that the sum of the first « terms of the

* For the definition of the adjoint characteristic functions see the fundamental paper by Birk-

hoff, these Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 373, et seq.
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formal series for f(x) is given by the contour integral

-í       Í    3p2f(£)G(x,i;,p)dtdp,*
2irl J yn   Jo

where G(x, £, p) is the Green's function of the differential system (1), and

7„ is the arc of a circle centered at p=0, extending from arg p = — 7r/3 to

arg p = 7t/3 and of a radius between p„ and pn+i.

A formula for G(x, £, p) applicable in the present case is given on page

723 of the 1927 paper. The function g(x, £, p) there defined is given by

3

g(x, £, p) « ± i ¿Zuj(x)vj(z), + if x > £, - if x < £,
7-1

where the «'s are any three independent solutions of the differential equation

(1) and i>,(£) is the cofactor of «/' (£) in the determinant

ui'(a) ui (ö «„"({)

w = «i'(i)  «*'(*)  «»'({)

Mi(í)       «î(£)       Ma(£)

divided by W. The function <p(x) =¿Zj=iU¡(x)v;(C) satisfies the following con-

ditions:

(a) <f>(x) is a solution of the differential equation (1) for every x in 0 ^ x g ir,

(b) <p(£) =c/>'(£) =0,   $"(£) = 1,   and  these  conditions  determine  (p(x)

uniquely. But the integral equation

1 1    rx
(8)      y(x, £, p) = —- 6, [p(ar - £) ] - —        r(t)83 [P(x - t) ]y(t, £, p)dt,

6pl óp¿J£

where £ and p are parameters, has a unique solution, and it can be verified

immediately that this solution satisfies conditions (a) and (b) above. Hence

4>(x) =y(x, £, p). Consequently g(x, £, p) = ±y(*, £, p)/2, + if a:>£, - if z<£.

The formula for G(x, £, p) becomes in the present case

ux(x) Ui(x) u3(x) g(x, £, p)

«i(0) «,(0) «,(0) g(0,£,p)

«,'(0) «,'(0) «¿(0) gi(0,i,P)

Ui(tc) U2(t) U3(tt) g(v, £, p)

«l(0) M2(0) M3(0)

ui (0)    m2' (0)    u¡ (0)

Mi(ir)      M2(tt)      M3(w)

G(x, £, p) =

* Birkhoff, these Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 379.
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This denominator is recognized as — W(0)y(ir, 0, p). If the first three columns

of the determinant in the numerator are multiplied by î>i(£)/2, v2(ij)/2, and

z>3(£)/2 respectively, added to the fourth column, and the resulting determi-

nant expanded according to the elements of the fourth column, the determi-

nant in the numerator is seen to equal

[*(*,{,P) + y(^,p)/2]W(0)yU,0,P) - W(<S)y(T,t,p)y(x,0,p).

Hence

G(x, £, p) = g(x, £, p) + y(x, £, p)/2 - y(x, £, p)y(x, 0, p)/y(ir, 0, p),

or

y(x, £, p) - y(tr, £, p)y(x, 0, p)/?(*-, 0, P) if x > £,

p)/>(«-, 0, p) if * < k.

„,   y N    / y(*> £> p; - n"-. £
G(*, £, p) = <       ,        v  f<■- yU, £, pM*> o,

Denoting by In(x) the sum of the first « terms of the formal series iorf(x),

we now have

/.(*)-T-: f v|~ f'/(f)y(*, £, p)¿£ -   /X'!'P   f'/(f)y(«-,£,p)¿íl¿p.
2ttî «/Tn      |_ Jo y(T, 0, p) Jo -I

But a comparison of equations (8) and (3) shows that 3p2y(ac, £, p) =u(x, £, p).

Hence
i/*r/*x u(x o p) pr

(9)/n(*)=—  I /(£>(*, £. P)df -*4V4       /(£)M(x,£,p)á£ dp.
27TiJTnL^o «(t, 0, p) Jo J

Let us write

Then

and

c(x, s) =   I   f(£)u(s, £, p)¿£.

I /(£)«(*> £, p)^£ = <K*> *)>
«/0

f /(£)M(tt, £, P)d£ =   f /(*)«(*, £, p)rf£ +   f /(£)«(x, £, p)d£
i/O w 0 J x

= c(x,t) +   f/(£)M(7r,£,p)d£.
J X

Inserting these in (9), we have

u(x, 0, p)

(10)

In(x)   = —-    I ff(x,  x)-'     '       <r(s, w)     dp
2xî J7 L m(tt, 0, p) J

1     r  u(x, 0, p)   f ' . .    . .

Til J ynU{v, 0, p)   J x
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We proceed to a study of a(x, s), in which we are interested for x^s^ir.

Theorem X. The function a(x, s) satisfies the integral equation

«<*. s) =   f Á0h[p(s - £)]d£ - —-  f r(i)ô3[p(s - t)}c(t, t)dt
Jo ¿P   Jo

~Ti)    r(tMp(s-t)]<r(x,t)dt.
3p2 Jx

By using (3) we have

*(*, s) =   f /(£)53[p(5 - £)]d£ - —  f /(£)   f  r(t)83[p(s - t)]u(t, £, p)o7d£.
Jo 3p   Jo J£

On changing the order of integration in the iterated integral, we obtain

*(*, s)  =   f /(£)53[p(s - £)]d£ - —  f  r(*)«,[p(i - <)]   f /(£)«(<, £, p)d£d<
«/o 3p   »/o «/o

- — f K¿)53[p(5 - /)]  f /(£)«(*, £, p)dtdt,
3pl J x Jo

and by the definition of <s(x, s) this is seen to be equivalent to the integral

equation in the statement of the theorem.

If we put 5 = x in the integral equation of Theorem X, we obtain the in-

tegral equation

(11) cr(x) =   f/(£)53[p(* - £)]¿£ - — f r(t)83[p(x - t)]o-(i)dt,
Jo óp'Jo

where we have put a(x, x) =a(x). Since (11) is of the same form as (3) for

£ = 0, we know that (11) has a unique solution analytic in x- In fact, we will

now prove

Theorem XL 2/ C is a circle of radius a centered at x = 0 andf(x) and r(x)

are both analytic inside C and continuous on C, r(x) being a convergent power

series in x3 and f(x) being x2 times such a series, then equation (11) has a

solution analytic in x which can be written in the form

o-(x) = u(x, 0, p)iAi(p) + ti(x, p),

where

ii(x, p) = 3f(x)/p + E(x, p)/p2.

We shall replace a(x) in (11) by u(x, 0, p)\px(p) +*pi(x, o) and show that

^i(p) and yp2(x, p) can be defined so that the latter has the stated property.

We have
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«(*, 0, ptyiip) + *,(*, P) =   f /(£)53[p(x - £)]</£
Jo

1Pi(p)
f r(/)o3[P(z- t)]u(t, 0, p)di

Jo

-71 f Kd«i[p(*-0]*iO,p)*-
Op' Jo

Making use of (3) with £ = 0, and subtracting the term «(#, 0, p)^-i(p) from

both sides of our equation, leaves

*i(*. p) =   f/(Ô««[p(* - í)]¿í - *i(p)«»(p*)
12)

1    rx
--—       r(t)83[p(x- t)]t2(t,P)dt.

3p* Jo

On integrating by parts twice we have

Ç1 f(t)h[p(x - {)]<*£ = 3f(x)/p + p~2 fXf"(0s2[p(x - {)]#•
Jo Jo

We now put into this last integral the value of 52[p (# — £)] and break the in-

tegral into the sum of three integrals, and then change the variable of integra-

tion in the last two integrals, as we may do because of the analytic character

of the integrands. We have

f/"(*)«! M* - «)]# = f*   f /"(£)e-"fd£ - «»«"»" f 7"(£)e-*"'{d£
Jo Jo Jo

- œ2ef"x  I   f"(Í)e-w>^dí
Ja

/* x /*—<a,x

= &^'x   I f"(k)e"Ui, - co2eu"1 I       /"({) «**<*£
Jo Ja

- co3e"«'*  I       f"(0e"(d^

= 53(pz)   frfâer-ldt + j£f'(!t)e>tdZ,
Ja

where y is a complex number yet to be defined, and

/• X r*—tii,x /*—W,X

XF(i)dt = e"'"1  J   Fit)dt - co2e"">*  I       Fit)dt - u3e<»x  I       F(t)dt.
*/   y U   y J  y
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It is necessary iox f(x) to have the special form mentioned in the theorem in

order to obtain this result.

The last integral in (12) is now changed in a manner similar to that in

which the first was, except that we do not integrate by parts. This results in

f   r(t)83[p(x - t)]i2(t, p)dt = 83(px)   f r(t)e>y2(t, p)dt + Jlj(i)e^2(t, p)dt,
Jo Jo

where we have made use of Theorem VIII and of the special form of r(t).

Putting these results back into (12) gives

Ux,p) = 3}(x)/p - 83(px)\Up)-- f /"(£)^£ + —  fr(t)e^2(t,P)dt\
L pl Jo 3pl Ja J

+ -7 -C/"(ÖePf^ - TT^r^'Ut, P)dt.
p2 3p2

This will certainly be satisfied if

(13) *,(*, p) = 3f(x)/P + - Cf"($e«dt - — j(y(i)e»Ut, p)dt
P2 3p2

and

(14) Up) = - f /"(£)e"£¿£ - — fr(t)e»Ut, P)dt
PL Jo 3p   Jo

are both satisfied.

We will now show that equation (13) has a solution with the desired prop-

crtics   Let

fi(x) = 3f(x)/p + p-2£f"(t)e"dt,
and

/><*) = - T7/>(<V«/i-i(')* Ü = 2, 3, • • • ),
3p2

and consider the infinite series

(15) h(x) + f2(x) + ■ ■ ■ .

Let p be the maximum of \f"(t) \ inside and on C. Then

| j^f"(t)e"dt | = p    | é*i'x |    f | e" | | dt |

+ | e»»11 | e" | | dt | + | e"3"11    I        | e"' \ \ dt \    .

We now take y= —ae-'"*'. Then in each of these integrals the integrand
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takes on its largest value at the upper limit. Hence

I"      f* x /•—wjx /» — u>,x

\jrj"(i)e<"dt\ g p\    I   \dt\+   I |a|+|       |*|     á 6ap.

Hence, \p | being large, \fx(x) | ^M, and M can be taken so as to be inde-

pendent of x and of p.

Now

!/,(*) I ̂
3p

+ l<

R

— \\\ e".'*|    f | ̂ «rCO/i-xCO 11 <u I
p2I L J y

I e"r(t)fi-i(t) | | «ft | + | e""x | J        | e"'r(t)f^x(i) \\dt\\

J) fUi) \\dt\+ J  ") fUt) I ! dt | + J*  ''Vi-i(') I I * l],
|3p

where i? means the maximum of |r(/)|inC. Consequently |/2(a;)|^2Mita/ |p21,

and, as can be shown immediately by induction, \fj(x) | á 2'~1MR'~1ai~1/

|p2,-2| por suf£ciently large values of |p |, therefore, series (15) converges

uniformly in x and also in p.

Let Fix) be the function to which series (15) converges. Then Fix) is

analytic in x and continuous in p. That it is a solution of (13) is seen im-

mediately by putting it into (13) in place of fcix, p). We take fcix, p) =Fix),

thus defining \p2ix, p) uniquely.

We need also the asymptotic form of fcix, p). Write ip2ix, p)=3fix)/p

+vix, p). Then vix, p) satisfies the integral equation

<*, p) = -Wi^dt - —■J0r(i)e"[3fit)/p + vit, p)]dt.
p- 3p2

Let M be the maximum of |»(i, p) | in and on C. Then M^ipx+p2M)/ \p21,

where p-i and p2 are independent of x and of p. Hence M^px/i \p2 \ —p2) and

vix, p) =p~2Eix, p). Consequently y%(x, p) =3f(x)/p+p~2E(x, p). Insertion of

this result into (14) gives ^i(p), and completes the proof.

We must now go back to the integral equation in Theorem X for a(x, s).

Inserting the expression found in Theorem XI for <j(t, t), we get

<K*, s) =   f f(Ùàz[p(s - £)]d£ - —  f   r(f)i,[p(j - t)]a(x, t)dt
.      . Jo ip'Jx

(16)
1     rx

- —       r(t)ô3[p(s - /)][«(/, 0, p)h(p) + Mt, P)]di-
3p2 Jo

This is an equation for <r(x, s) as a function of s, and, since a(t) is analytic
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in t so long as / remains in the circle C, we are assured of a unique solution

analytic in C. However, we are interested in a solution for x^s^ir, and if

a<7r, then 5 will be outside of C. We wish, then, a solution continuous in s

for #^5 = 7T. We prove

Theorem XII. 2/ the conditions in Theorem XI are satisfied and if in ad-

dition r(x) is continuous for O^x^ir, then equation (16) Aa5 a solution con-

tinuous in s for x^s^w, which can be written in the form

a(x, s) = u(s, 0, p)^i(p) + t3(x, s, p),

where
\f>3(x, s, p) = [>«<■<»-*> + ef^'-x)]f(x)/p + ef*><,<-,-x)p-2E(x, s, p)

in the sector 0 =" arg p ;£ir/3.

On putting the form for a(x, s) as given in the statement of this theorem

into (16) and combining the two terms in rpx(p) on the right hand side, we get

«(i, 0, p)^i(p) + *,(*, s, p) =   f f(í)83[p(s - £)]d£

-—  f r(t)83[p(s - t)]ii(t, p)dt
3p* Jo

- 77 f r0)53[p(5 - t)]u(t, 0, P)dt
3p2  Jo

~ 7T" f K0«i[p(* - OW*. *> p)àt-
3p*  Jx

If we make use of (3) with £ = 0 and x = s, we see that we can subtract a com-

mon term in ^i(p) from both sides of our present equation, which then be-

comes

(17)

*,(*, s, p) =   f f(t)83[P(s - £)]¿{-  f r(/)8,[p(j - t)]t2(t, p)dt
Jo 3p2J0

1     f"
- S3(ps)rf,i(p) - —       r(t)83[p(s - t)}p,(x, t, P)dt.

3p2 J x

The first integral on the right hand side is treated in a manner similar to that

in which the corresponding integral in the proof of Theorem XI was treated.

This gives

f7(£)53[p(5 - £)]d£ = f(x)8i[p(s - x)]/p - f'(x)82[p(s - x)]/p2
Jo

+ - ô3(ps)   f yf"(0e>idt + - %f"(t)e»dt,
P¿ Jo DL
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where

?F(/)¿/ = e"""  I   F(t)dt - «¡¡e"»"  I       P(/)àï - u3e»><"  I       P(/)d/.
•/ y J y J y

Similarly

i r(t)83[p(s - t)ty2(t, p)dt = 83(ps)   I   r(t)e>»t2(t,p)dt + 2r(t)e"^2(t,P)dt.
Jo Jo

On putting these results into (17) and making use of (14) we find that all

terms in 83(ps) cancel out, leaving

ip3(x, S, p)  = f(x)Sx[p(s - x)]/p

(18) - f'(x)82[p(s - x)]/p2 + — Sf'^eo'dt
P2

1 1    C'
— 2r(t)e»t2(t, p)dt - —       r(t)83[p(s - i)ty3(*, t, p)dt.
íp¿ 3o¿ J ,3p2 3p2

The cancellation of the terms in 53(p5) allows us to get from (18) the asymp-

totic form given for t¡/3(x, s, p) in the statement of the theorem.

Writing

Tl>3(x, 5, p)   =   [Ci't«-*) + C"«"(«-I']/(x)/p + C'Pi'-^p-^X, S, p),

we have for v(x, s, p) the integral equation

v(x, s, p) = pe«"!-"«)'«'-1'/^) - e-"«'<«-l)52[p(5 - x)]f'(x)

+ e-u"'<-'-x)2f"(t)ei"dt - e-u>"(-,-x)2r(t)e'"\p2(t, p)dt

-f r(t)83[p(s - t)]e-"»''>->)\ {«><»,-<■>,>*«-*> + l}f(x)

\dt.

3p

v(x, t, p)'

From this equation we see that ii xt^s^ir, and if p is restricted to the sector

0^ arg p útt/3, then v(x, s, p) is bounded when \p | is large.

Concerning the £-integral in equation (10) we prove

Theorem XIII. If the hypotheses of Theorem XII are satisfied, and in ad-

dition f(x) has a continuous second derivative and O^x^t, then

J   /(£)«(7r,£,p)d£ = 3f(w)/p - [*»."<*-*> + (?*i*-*>]f(x)/p + e»»^-x)p-2E(x,p).

Using equation (3) with x = ir we obtain
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/.

_|-g«,p(T-l)

P2

J"/(£)«(*, f, p)á£ = j /(£)53[p(x - £)]d£

- — J7(Ö J'r(/)53[p(7r - t)]u(t, £, p)¿tó£.

On integrating by parts twice we find

/(£)«s[p(x - £)]<*£ = 3/(,r)/p - ôx[p(7c - x)]f(x)/p

+ - S2[p(* - x)]f'(x) + - r f"(H)hW - &]di.
p2 P2JX

Hence

J* /(£)«(x, £, p)d£ = 3f(v)/p - [«•*<*-«> + «»*(«-«>]/(*)/p

"- p/(x)e<wi-Mi)',('-1' -[- «-"«»^»^Kir — *)]/'(*)

+ *-*<*-* j 7"(£)Mp(t - £)]d£

- R»."'*-*' J /(£) J r(/)5s[p(x - /)]«(/,£, p)dtá£

Taking account of the asymptotic form of u(t, £, p) given in Theorem II we

see that the quantity in the large brackets is bounded for \p\ large and p in

the sector 0 ^arg p^ir/3, and thus the theorem is seen to be true.

We are now ready to put our results into equation (10). We shall con-

sider first the p-integration over the part yñ of yn in the sector Si. Let In (x)

be the part of In(x) due to integrating over yn'. We find that several terms

cancel one another. In fact, we arranged our several asymptotic forms so as

to be able to see that these very cancellations actually occur. There is left

k(x) = —: f   [3/(x)/p + p-2£(*,p)]a>
'n

1    C    u(x, 0, p) r    . . ,     .,
- T~- n   (M*)/" + e-»l*-x)p-*E(x, p)]dP.

2iri Jy¿  u{t, 0, p)

Taking account now of the asymptotic form of u(x, 0, p) given in Theorem

II, and remembering that in u(ir, 0, p) =eU3>ITE(p), E(p) is not only bounded

but has a positive minimum in 5/, as we saw in the discussion of the charac-

teristic numbers, we have u(x, 0, p)/u(w, 0, p) =e°*l'l-x~T)E(x, p), where E(x, p)

is bounded for \p\ large and p in Si. Hence
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In(x) = — f   [3f(x)/P - er»*^*>E(x, p)/p + p~2E(x, P)]dp.
2X1   J y'

'n

From this formula it is clear that /„' (x) =f(x)/2 + en(x), where e„(x)^>0 uni-

formly as to x when »—>oo.

As we saw in the discussion following Theorem II, u(x, £, p) takes on in

S2 values conjugate to those which it takes on in Si, provided x and £ are

real. Hence, from (9), the part of In(x) arising from the p-integration in the

sector S2 equals /„' (x). Therefore we have as a culminating theorem

Theorem XIV. //

(1) f(x) = x2<b(x3), where ^(x3) is a power series in x3 uniformly convergent

if \x\^a^TT,

(2) r(x) is a power series in x3 uniformly convergent if \x\^a,

(3) f(x) has a continuous second derivative inO^x^ir,

(4) r(x) is continuous in O^x^ir, then if a<ir, the formal series for f(x)

converges uniformly tof(x) in the interval 0 S x = a;and if a = ir, the formal series

forf(x) converges uniformly tof(x) in every interval of the type 0^x^b<Tr.
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